Introduction Let X be a real separable Hllbert epaoa with the Inner produot <•»•> and the norm M . Let <f> t [p,T] xl --(-«>,«>]
be proper <4x8-measurable, I.e. measurable with respeot to the (7-algebra generated In Co,t] * X by produots of Lebesgue sets in [0,T] and Borel sets In X. Te assume that <£(t,») is l.s.o. (lower semloontlnuous) and convex,and d<f> denotes the subdlfferentlal of #(t,*). We shall deal with the following initial value problem (0.1) x"(t) + 30 (t,x(tJ)a f(t), z(0) -0,
Problems of this type were studied by Sohatzman [8] , [9], [l6] and Maruo [2] , [3] ], however, <f > was always Independent of the time t and, to obtain the exlstenoe results, a monotonlolty method was applied.
The aim of this paper Is to prove the exlstenoe of a strong solution of problem (0.1) under a set of strong assumptions (however, <j > will be measurable In t only and f(*) e € L 1 (0,TjI)) and the axistenoe of a weak solution of (0.1), In some specific sense, under somewhat weaker assumptions than thoise of Sohatzman and Haruo. Ve use a variational method and the duality theory of Toland [7] , i.e. we associate with problem (0.1), for f(<) -0, the functional J given by and oonsider the functional T (0.7) J r (x(*)) -/ (-.*(*,x(t)) + y r (x'(t)))dt + l(x(0)) 0 on A(X) and dual to it 
-
We see that a weak solution is looally a strong one. Remark. If we do not identify X and X* (X*is dual to X), then p(>) belongs to A(X*) and p(.) » x'(*) means that x'(»)e A(X*). He no® x"(.)e 1 1 (0,T|X*), so that equation of (0.1) is valid almost everywhere. In pariioular, this implies that x'(*) is continuous with values in X* and x'(0) makes sense. Theorem 2. If the assumption (a) and (b v ) 0 satisfies the weak growth conditioni the functional T x{») -/0(t,x(t))dt is finite on L°°(0,T»B) t where B-0 -{xeX i |x|*rT + e} with any e>0, then there exists a pair (S( •) ,p( •)) -e A(X) *A(X) whioh is a weak solution of (0.1), with f(>) -0.
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Now, we formulate a theorem which allows us to derive the existence of a minimum for functionals (0.2) and (0.7).
To indicate of what topology X is just considered, we shall write J^ and for the sequentially weak topology and the strong one, respectively. Let L(t,x,v) = Li [p.TjxX^Xg -_-(_»o, + oo] be ¿xli -measurable, l.s.c. in (x,v) for eaoh t and convex in v for each (t,x) . Denote by H the Hamiltonian associated with L, defined by H(t,x,p) = sup |<p,v> --L(t,x,v) : vex), t€ [0,T], x.pgX. We shall say that H satisfies the growth condition, if there exists a function f(t,p) = f s [p,T]x x --R with the properties» f is«A-fl-measu-T rable, l.s.c. and convex in p, the functional / f(t,
. If L and H are suah as above and H satisfies the growth condition, then J^ attains its minimum over A(X). If (b w ) from Theorem 2 is satisfied, then t --sup |#(t,x) i xeB} is summable in 1. Duality theory of Toland for functional (0.7) In this seation we derive a duality theory for functional (0.7) following [6] , [7] , to obtain a duality principle corresponding to (0.10) and extramality conditions corresponding to (0.9).
First, we notioe that the assumptions made on^, (a) of T Theorem 1 and (b ) of Theorem 2 imply that x(•) -$(t,x(t))dt -514 -
Ve define, for eaoh x(*)eA(X), the perturbation of J r as •T J rjc (a,g(*)) -J (¿(T-t.x(T-t) +g(t)) -y r (x'(T-t)))dt -
Prom this we easily infer the following result. L e m n a 1. inf Jjx(*))« inf sup JLjipM). x(.)eA(U * p'(')eA(X) p (0) Proof. We observe that x(.) has to belong to A Q (X). By Lemma 1, to prove the first assertion» it is enough to show that J p (x(.))> sup J rD (pM) « J rD (p(*)), where (0) is nonempty. Thus, by Lemma 2, there exists p(«)eA 0 (X) satisfying, together v.ith x(*)eA 0 (X), (1.2) and (1.3). Writing (1.2) explicitly, we easily oalculate that -p'(t)e3^(t,x(t)) for almost all t.
J<f > (T-t.x(T-t) + g(t))dts* 0 T T •-ft (T-t ,x(T-t) )dt + j > <g(t),-p'(T-t)>dt
Similarly, we find from (1.3) that p(t) e 3y/ r (x'(t)) and x'(t)e 3if/*(p(t)} almost everywhere. Since, for |p|ssr, y*(p) = j|p| 2 and, in view of p(0) -0, p(-) e A(X), there is 0<t p «T such that |p(t)|<r for te[o,t r ], thus the inclusion x' (t)e 3 i/£(p(t)) implies that x'(t) -p(t) for t e [0,t r ], Lemmas 1 and 2 give us relation (0.10). This completes the proof.
2. The proofs of Theorems 2 and 1 By Lemma 3, to prove Theorem 2, it suffices to show that J p attains its minimum in A(X), and it is greater than -<*>.
Our convention that -&> +oo = +oo and (0.6) allow us to T oonfine ourselves to *(•)€ A (X) such that / |x'(t)] 2 dt<+«>. 
It suffices to take,in Theorem 1,<£(t,x) = = 0(t,x) -<f(t) ,x> instead of <f>, and to note that 3# = = d<f> -f.
Corollary
2. Let f(»)e L 1 (0,T|X). Under the assumption of Theorem 2 there exists 8 pair (x(*),p(*))e e A 0 (X)xA 0 (X) which is a weak solution of (0.1), where now, in the definitions of J p and J rD t we take $ and as above instead of <f > and 4>*, respectively. Now, let, for eaoh te [0,T], A(t):X--X* (X* denotes the dual space of X) be a positive, symmetric, linear, continuous operator defined everywhere. Put Q(t,x) -^<A(t)x,x>.
Then Q(t,*J is a continuous quadratic form on X for each t. Assume that ||A(*)|| is a summable in [0,T] , and that there exists ex (• ) 6 L 1 (0,T|R), <x(t) >0, such that <A{t)x f x>>«(t)|x| 2 , xeX, t e [0,T].
Let GI[O,T]XX--R be measurable in tycontinuoas in x , and suoh that its G$teaux derivative in x , equal to g(t,x),satisfies |g(t,x) -g(t,y)|^=£«(t)|x -y| for any t e [p,T] and x,y el, and there exists x Q e x such that |g(*»* 0 )|* is summable. Ve see that then Q(t,*) + G(t,*) is oonvex and continuous in X, and Q + G satisfies (b w ). Finally, let 0 iX-(-°°, oo] be l.s.o., convex and satisfying (b w ) (it may be shown that,if <j > is finite in B, then it satisfies (b w )). We put 0(t,x) « Q(t,x) + #(x) + G(t,x).
Of course, this <f > satisfies all assumptions of Theorem 2. Thus,we get the following result. Corollary 3 (compare [3] ). There exists a pair (*(•),?(•))e A(X)xA(X*) which is a weak solution of the following problem -519 -A. Kowakowaki | x"(t) + A(t)x(t) + 3tf(x(t))3 g(t,x(t)), | x(0) = 0, x'(0) = 0.
